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Workshop summary
Provided by Kirsten Wilmer-Becker, Met Office
The 7th GOVST Annual meeting was hosted by our colleagues at INCOIS, India. We were invited to
the Holiday Inn at Kochi, Kerala, where we were welcomed to a pleasant and well organised event.
We particularly like to thank Dr. Satheesh Shenoi, Director of INCOIS for his generous hospitality and
Dr. Abhisek Chatterjee, INCOIS for his excellent support in organising the meeting and setting up live
streaming.
The main focus of this year’s meeting was the internal GOV structure and future organisation. The
discussions were mostly related to the status of collaboration between the task teams and the core
GOV group, i.e. the national groups and how it could be improved. The aim was to discuss and agree
plans for interaction between the TTs and the operational forecasting systems that would benefit
both but still preserve drive and independence. A survey was set up and further discussions within
the GOVST were agreed. GOV is also planning for some restructuring through the replacement of its
co-chair Andreas Schiller, CSIRO, and decided to set up a short internal review with the new
incoming co-chair to set itself up for future challenges. A small GOVST sub-group has been set up to
handle the most important questions (see section 8 for details).
Andreas Schiller who was the driving force behind establishing GOV has been an absolute asset since
the beginning in 2009. He is responsible for the successful organisation of the GOV work plan
(2010/11) and provided an immense contribution to the last review and symposium (2013). He was
also central to the development and implementation of the GOV Strategic plan in 2014. We are lucky
to keep Andreas in the group as he is planning to join the science team at future annual meetings.
The next year will see busy times when the science team is preparing for the organisation of the next
symposium and review in 2018. The details will be discussed following this annual meeting and soon
be published wider.
This year’s Science Day again proved to be a very welcome meeting item. The presentations
provided by the local science teams were very well received and attracted a lot of interest. Section 6
provides presentation summaries.
A short Patrons’ Group meeting whose main discussion related to the GOV plans for the symposium
and review in 2018 was set up alongside the GOVST meeting. Other discussion items related to the
GOV PO finances which have been stabilised, the new co-chair for the GOVST and task team related
questions. Paul DiGiacomo, current chair of the GOV Patrons’ Group indicated that he would remain
chair for the time being but would also step down if another candidate comes forward.
The GOVST is supporting the organisation of a GOV International School which is focusing on new
frontiers of operational oceanography. This initiative is led by Eric Chassignet and Jacques Verron,
LEGI and will be run at IMEDEA, Mallorca, autumn 2017 (see 9. for further details).
The next GOVST meeting is planned to be organised in Bergen, Norway (Nov 2017).
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Welcome & introductions
Presented by Dr Shenoi, Mr. Rajeevan, Andreas Schiller, A. Chatterjee and Kirsten Wilmer-Becker
Andreas Schiller opened the meeting and invited all dignitaries onto the stage. The distinguished
guests included
 Dr Madhavan Nair Rajeevan, Secretary, Ministry of Earth Sciences
 Dr Satheesh C. Shenoi, Director, Indian National Centre for Ocean Information Services
(INCOIS)
 Dr M. Sudhakar, Director, Centre for Marine Living Resources (CMLRE)
Dr Shenoi welcomed the participants to this year’s annual GOVST meeting, particularly the
distinguished guest wishing all a fruitful meeting. INCOIS has been a member of GOV since 2010 and
is very honoured to host the 7th GOVST meeting in Kochi. Dr. Shenoi went on to present on the
progress made in operational oceanography at INCOIS highlighting improved high-resolution models
and better data assimilation schemes being developed. Following the lighting of the lamp ceremony
Mr. Rajeevan gave a short welcome address highlighting the importance of the GOVST annual
meeting.

1.1.

Meeting topics and objectives

Presented by Andreas Schiller, CSIRO
After acknowledging the participation of the invited guests and thanking them for their generous
hospitality AS introduced the meeting objectives, referring to the collaborations and future plans. He
briefly reviewed the GOV strategy highlighting its goals and reminded the science team of the GOV
strategic plan objectives and expected outcomes. Although societal implication is of high importance
for GOV this meeting will be focussing on the scientific
exchange of progress and knowledge.
AS described the interconnections of an operational
forecasting system network (figure 1) and which area
the GOV task teams (TTs) are contributing to. The TTs
are playing a vital role in providing the expected GOV
outcomes. TTs provide information about their
progress through quad-charts which are published
every 6-month on the GOV website.
AS went on to highlight the core questions for this
Figure 1: Operational Forecasting
system meeting focussing on GOV future
network
requirements. It will be vital to clarify the upcoming
challenges and opportunities for GOV and to agree within the science team on the way forward. The
questions to be discussed here listed below:

 What is our future vision of GOV?
 Upcoming challenges and opportunities in next 10 years
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 How to better link GOV into the international/intergovernmental landscape of
ocean R&D (and services) 7
A survey is collecting input from the science team on these questions. The result of the survey will be
shared once the answers are collected.
Action 1 (G-VII):

KWB to collate and send the results from the GOV survey to all GOVST and
Patrons; Group members when survey is completed.

One particular item for the GOVST to discuss and decide is the planning of the next GOV Symposium
and Review. The last symposium was organised in Nov 2013 and we are planning to set up the next
symposium in autumn of 2018. We will still have to decide whether the review will be organised at
the same time or away from the symposium.
A final item on the list for discussion is the GOV Programme Office. We need to agree on the
requirements and support needed and share plans for its improvement (if applicable).
Furthermore in section 6 summaries of presentations from local scientist provide an overview of the
achievements of operational oceanography in India. The Science Day has become a regular feature
for the GOVST annual meeting is a very valuable contribution.
Presentation available from: Meeting objectives

1.2.

Patrons’ Group report

Presented by John Siddorn – Met Office
The latest information from the Patrons’ Group was presented by John Siddorn. During the week a
special Patrons’ Group meeting was held. The summary of the discussions and decisions are
described below.
In support of
Task team activities decisions/agreements/actions
-

Attend TT workshop and meetings were possible (specifically the TT champions, list is
provided here)
Patron champion’s emails will be added to the TT mailing lists

Action 2 (G-VII):
-

Request for Patrons to join future GOVST meetings
Consider funding specific TT activities, e.g. funding the printing of the COSS Topical
Publication (process would include to write a request addressed to Patrons, arguing the
need for the printing and send to PO to be forwarded to all Patrons for consideration)

Action 3 (G-VII):

-

KWB to add email addresses of TT champions to the respective TT mailing lists

COSS-TT co-chairs to contact PG to enquire about the option to receive
resources for the printing of the COSS-TT Topical Collection publication

Confirmation of value of TT quad-charts as they provide concise and clear overview of TT
achievements and issues
Agreement to provide feedback from all Patrons to all submitted quad-charts (not only
champions)
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GOV future decisions/agreements/actions
o

GOV future and structure
 Agreed that it would be good to define overarching drivers – for the TTs to
align their work plan

Review/symposium decisions/agreements/actions








Agreement that both, review and symposium should be done
Idea to set up a mixed (internal & external review panel) , but the range of
expertise from panel members need to be balanced- TBD
Critical review about the strategy and vision would be beneficial
Patrons’ chair and GOVST co-chairs to develop the plan for the review, Paul
to coordinate
Review and symposium dates would need to fit in with other events, e.g.
Ocean Obs ’19 at which GOV should be well represented
Symposium could happen before Ocean Obs ’19, late 2018 or early 2019,
Symposium valuable to identify priorities that can be presented at ocean obs

GOV finances decisions/agreements/actions


Agreement to keep a close eye on the financial situation of the PO, a
meeting is planned in 3 months to revisit this

GOV PG and GOVST membership decisions/agreements/actions
-

New Patrons chair
o Paul offered to stay on until a new person is found (no urgency)

-

New GOVST co-chair
o Should share operational background / research background
o should have a vision and experience in operational oceanography
o Need to bridge the gap, ability to deal with what they don’t know...
o Need to listen and collaborate
o has to be prepared to invest a considerable time to support GOV

-

Next PG meeting topics
o Processes of replacing GOVST/Patrons’ chair, symposium, review, observations
group

Presentation available from: 2016 Patrons’ group report

1.3.

Programme Office report

Presented by Kirsten Wilmer-Becker, Met Office
KWB provided an overview of the 2016 programme office work. The last year has seen a high
number of GOV events and a lot of time was spent to organise them. The events included


HRCP Workshop, Exeter, April 2016 (linked to CP-TT)



Joint DA/MEAP-TT Workshop, Santa Cruz, July 2016



IV-TT meeting, Montreal, September 2016
8



GOVST-VII meeting, Kochi, Nov 2016

For most of these event reports are available from the GOV website.
Not all of the actions from the last meeting were done, but most are in progress (compare the
PO presentation). The OSEval-TT in particular had problems addressing some of tasks given to
them, due to time issues. The TT will shortly revise its scope and future plans including
replacing its co-chairs.
The GOV website has had some minor updates, with respect to the front page display and the
registration form used for GOV meeting and workshop organisation. Furthermore, the GOV
programme office is now involved in providing support to an ESA project on Observing System
Experiment with Satellite SSS to research the impact of Sea Surface Salinity (SSS) data
assimilation on El Niño 2015, and will maintain the project pages on the GOV website. There
are issues with the Twiki page as currently no new user can register easily. The situation is
under review.
A BAMS article has recently been published (Oct 16): “Better Informed Marine Operations and
Management: Multidisciplinary Efforts in Ocean Forecasting Research for Socioeconomic
Benefit” and is now available online via the GOV website or directly via BAMS.
The financial situation of the GOV PO has improved in the past year due to an excellent
response from the GOV sponsors following an intense solicitation campaign supported by the
GOVST co-chairs, patrons chair and the PO. The situation has stabilised but it is important to
continue to monitor the financial situation to avoid problems in the future.
The GOVST membership is staying unchanged for the time being. The only major change will be
finding a replacement for the GOVST co-chair Andreas Schiller who would like to step down
after almost 8 years in the role. A process to find a new co-chair is being discussed.
Presentation available from: 2016 GOV Programme office activities
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2. INCOIS Activities – host presentations
The following presentations provide an overview of the current status and progress of INCOIS (Indian
National Centre for Ocean Information Services.
Improvements in ocean state forecasts using data assimilation in INCOIS by Arya Paul, INCOIS
The presentation focussed on the different types of the physical models currently run at INCOIS and
the status and future plans for data assimilation, including planned use of hybrid DA. Presently
INCOIS is operating 3 model configurations at Global (INCOIS-GODAS), regional/ Indian Ocean (ROMS
1/12) and coastal (ROMS 1/48) resolution. The models are undergoing various quality control
measures, e.g. comparisons of model runs with/without DA, comparison with different observations,
check of different DA methods, etc. It was concluded that INCOIS-GODAS is at par with other data
assimilation systems using at other centres and that hybrid methods should be further explored.
Short term prediction of marine ecosystem in the Indian coastal waters by Kunal Chakraborty,
INCOIS
This presentation focused on the Indian Ocean ROMS model configurations using the physical ROMS
v3.7 model coupled to an ecosystem model for different Indian Ocean domains at high resolution.
The model is able to qualitative reproduce spatial surface Chl-a variability. It was also stated that the
ROMS model when including the BGC module is able to significantly improve SST in Arabian Sea
(compared to ROMS without BGC). Comparison of model simulated bio-physical variables with Argo
showed the good model representation of sub-surface Chlorophyll. A number of other comparisons
and quality checks were presented to show that the model has capabilities adequately capturing
seasonal variability. It was stated that this will provide potential applications for wider societal
benefits, e.g. forecasts for fisheries or climate change).
Operational Oceanography: Present Indian scenario and new initiatives by Abhisek Chatterjee/ PA
Francis, INCOIS
In this presentation the
HOOFS General
Circulation Modal was
introduced, the “Highresolution Operational
Ocean Forecast and
reanalysis System”
currently run at ESSOINCOIS, providing highresolution ocean
forecasts for the coastal
waters of India. The
development of the
system has different
Figure 2: HOOFS Products and model set-up
emphasis, focusing on
high-res forecasting, DA and R&D. Among other things (see figure above) the product and model setup of the system include plans for DA improvement, BGC, reanalysis, etc. System validation is being
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carries out through comparison with observational data and other verification information were
provided.
Marine Observation System along Indian Coast (MOSAIC) by Satya Prakash, INCOIS
The MOSAIC system works towards the establishment of sustained coastal observations for
monitoring and understanding of coastal process for now-casting and forecasting water quality. The
services MOSAIC will/is offering includes fish zone advisories, wave forecasts, storm surge warnings,
harmful algae bloom predictions, etc. The system is using very high-res ROMS configurations (1/48)
but currently it needs more observational data for validation, specifically BGC observations. It is
planned to improve the coastal observation platforms (gliders, moored buoys, etc.) for better
sampling and model development. Furthermore it is planned to set up a “Foot print” analysis for
interpolating data fir un-sampled areas.
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3. GOV Forecasting Systems
Presented as posters by the Forecasting System representatives
GOV Operational Forecasting centre models run at various different resolutions, domains and
forecast periods. Some of the latest developments and plans at the GOV Operational Ocean
Forecasting Centres are listed below.
BLUElink
-

OceanMAPSv3 system updates and plans (e.g. ensemble systems), coastal model system
improvements, 10yr reanalysis
eReefs project
o ROMS(4km) + EnOI coastal prediction system for the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) running in
research mode
o ROMS(4km) + EnOI coastal ocean reanalysis for the GBR completed 10 years
o ROMS(500m) 4 years forced nature run completed to calibrate circulation in ROMS(4km)
model
o ROMS + EnKF reanalysis being integrated

-

-

Next steps:
o Processing and assimilation of Himawari-8 SST
o Ensemble ROMS+EnKF forecast system trials
o Flooding river plumes modelling with passive tracers and particle trajectories
o Development of web-services to access data products

-

eSAMarine
o ROMS(4km) + EnOI coastal prediction system for South Australia running in research mode
o At regional scale (and especially around European seas), higher resolution (kilometric
resolution) systems will be developed.

CONCEPTS
-

Ice-ocean modelling, plans for Coupled Atmosphere-Ice-Ocean predictions, contributions to the
YOPP

FOAM
-

New observation assimilated (Jason-3 altimetry, AMSR2 SSTs), coupled forecast system
initialization upgrade, resolution increase ORCA12
Implementation of a new version of our shelf-seas forecasting system for the North-West
European Shelf-Seas based on the NEMO ocean model at version 3.6; run at about 6km
horizontal resolution with 51 sigma levels, and includes tides. It is now assimilating in situ
and satellite SST data, temperature and salinity profile data and altimeter SLA data (in
deeper waters). Next year upgrade to higher resolution of 1.5km.

RTOFS
-

Upgrade of RTOFS Global this year with more vertical levels (41 from 32) and coupling with
Los Alomos CICE v4

TOPAZ
-

For Copernicus V4:
o Transition to the HYCOM-CICE in the coupled ESMF framework.
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o Wave terms into the ocean from MET Norway’s WAM model.
o Increased resolution from 12 km to 6 km.
REMO
-

-

Increase the current HYCOM large-scale domain (78S-50N, 100W-20W) to include part of
the Indian Ocean (78S-50N,100W-45E) and increase resolution from 1/4 degree to 1/12
degree, and the number of vertical layers from 21 to 32.
Increase the vertical resolution of the current HYCOM meso-scale domain with 1/24 degree
(35S-12S, 54W-32W) from 21 layers to 32 layers.
Perform assimilation of vertical profiles of T-S from Argo with EnOI in addition to OSTIA SST
and AVISO SLA.

Mercator Ocean
-

-

The next version (NEMO systems) of the global ocean analysis and forecasting system will
include
o a higher horizontal resolution (around 1/36° the current resolution is 1/12°)
o an improvement of the ocean/wave/atmosphere interaction using a atmospheric
boundary layer and the modelisation of the tide
o An ensemble data assimilation scheme (LETKF) is under development and will be
used in a lower resolution system (first at 1/4° and in a second step at 1/12°).
o The biogeochemistry will be included in all the analysis and forecasting system and
the data assimilation of satellite ocean colour and in situ biogeochemistry
observations will be used to initialise the model.
Global ocean reanalysis will be produce for several periods and especially on the altimetry
era.
At regional scale (and especially around European seas), higher resolution (kilometric
resolution) systems will be developed.

MOVE/MRI.COM
-

New coastal system will be implemented at JMA in 2020 (?)
2km coastal model around Japan
o Z* coordinate, tidal forcing, sea level pressure, river runoff using JMA's weather
forecasting product, sea ice model and sea ice assimilation scheme based on at least
squares analysis
o Analysis model based on 4DVAR with 10km resolution for the North Pacific; improve
observation operator for altimeter data, bias correction scheme, initialization scheme for
the coastal model using 4DVAR analysis fields

INDOFOS
-

Major milestones proposed in the next 3 years are
o High resolution SWAN-ADCIRC based wave forecast for all the coastal states
o LETKF based ocean Data Assimilation in the operational ocean models
o Improved mixing parameterizations in the operational ocean models
o Setup shelf model on a pilot basis (for one location in the east coast India).

ECCO
-

1/48th degree global model in support of SWOT
Incorporate ocean-ice shelf interaction. Global eddy-permitting global state estimation. Include
river runoff as control variables.
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Posters and presentations showing an overview of the latest developments at the GOV
Operational Ocean Forecasting Centres are available from the website: https://www.godaeoceanview.org/outreach/meetings-workshops/annual-science-team-meetings/govst-viimeeting/presentations/
Full reports from the national forecasting systems can be downloaded/ viewed on the GODAE
OceanView website.
National system reports - 2016
BLUELink (Australia)
CONCEPTS (Canada)
ECCO (USA)
ECMWF (Europe)
Met Office (UK)
GOFS (USA)
INDOFOS (India)
Mercator Ocean (France)
MFS (Italy)
MOVE/MRI.COM (Japan)
NCEP/RTOFS (USA)
NMEFC (China)
REMO (Brazil)
TOPAZ (Norway)
Table 1: List of national ocean forecasting systems 2016 (with links to annual reports)
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4. Task Team reports
All TT co-chairs provided a short overview of the TT progress of the past year and also presented one
/two science questions which are understood to be of relevance for the work of the task team.
Overall the TT progress has been good and plans are progressing. Details are provided below:

4.1 COSS-TT
Presented by Villy Kourafalou, University of Miami
The COSS-TT fosters international collaboration to advance science and applications in support of
coastal ocean forecasting, focuses on coastal and shelf dynamics, open ocean processes that control
shelf break exchanges, as well as land-sea interactions through estuaries and inlets, and aims to help
achieve a seamless transition framework from the global to the coastal scales. Of specific interest for
the COSS-TT is the collaboration between the Coastal Ocean Forecasting Systems (COFS) and the
Large-scale Ocean Forecasting systems (LOFS), with particular focus on downscaling.
The TT has identified three focus activities (FA) it is pursuing. These include FA1, providing a platform
for discussions of science related to developing the COFS and its applications. This is achieved
through regular workshops set within an open active community, conference sessions and
production of community papers on a variety of topics.
The central focus activity (FA2) works towards better integration between COFS and LOFS via
downscaling (models & data), and in particular to illustrate the added value of downscaling via
consistent metrics. By working with the IV-TT and CLIVAR/GSOP ORA-IP the COST-EOS project is
supported to which the COSS-TT is planning to contribute assessments of downscaled syntheses,
representation of regional/coastal processes in large-scale syntheses, and estimates of the coastal
impact and signature of large-scale climate change. The focus is specifically on two proposals agreed
at the ICW4, Lisbon. Proposal A “Modelling groups to compare large-scale and downscaled coastal
systems with same metrics” is very much active and a dedicated session is planned the next COSS-TT
meeting in Cape Town. Proposal B “Cross-TT Working Group towards a Coastal Pilot Project (with IVTT) including the preparation of a White Paper mostly focused on metrics” did not advance as much
as hoped and collaboration with the IV-TT are now needed to move this forward.
The final FA3 aims to establish good links with the coastal altimetry community. ARCOM (Altimetry
for Regional and Coastal Models) serves as a link between coastal modellers in COSS-TT and
altimetry specialists in CAW. ARCOM will have sessions in both upcoming 2017 COSS-TT and CAW
events.
Presentation available from: The GOV COSS Task Team

4.2 CP-TT
Presented by Chris Harris, Met Office and Hal Ritchie, Environment Canada
The plans and progress of the work in the CP-TT was presented by both co-chairs. The current CP-TT
activities includes the refinement of the CP TT work plan, preparation of an inventory of GOV
coupled systems and related plans (coupling methods including sequencing of component models,
relative resolutions of components, interpolations between components, details of where flux
15

calculations are performed, initialization, treatment of rivers, etc.) and building links with the with
wider CP community (e.g. WGNE and CGM). In addition the TT plans to agree on suitable test cases
and periods for comparisons of coupled/uncoupled GOV systems. This is planned to include:





Coupled DA for polar regions, where coupling between components is very strong. It can
help to assimilate ice thickness and ice concentration better, and to produce a snow analysis
Coupled forecasting for tropical cyclones
Coupled forecasting in strong frontal regions
Many of these are illustrated in slides submitted by some CP-TT members related to the
following activities

The co-chairs are considering organizing the next CP-TT meeting focussing on comparison of coupled
system configurations and performance. This would also accelerate the idea to set up an inventory
of GOV coupled systems and related plans, and would be used to agree and initiate suitable test
cases and periods for comparison of coupled and uncoupled systems, including developing
appropriate metrics in collaboration with the GOV IV-TT. Eric Chassignet indicated willingness to host
such a meeting in autumn 2017 (TBC).
CP-TT members also provided feedback on progress in CP at their national systems at JMA, NOAA,
ECMWF, ECCC, NRL, FSU and NMEFC. Details of the progress are included in the CP-TT overview
presentation.
Presentation available from: CP-TT overview (6 MB)

4.3 OSEval-TT
Presented by Gilles Larnicol, CLS
The OSEval-TT ‘s plan is to provide consistent and scientifically justified observation requirements
and feedbacks to agencies in charge of Global and Regional Ocean Observing Systems through
evaluation studies. The TT is in the process of performing impact studies at the GOV forecasts and
reanalysis systems using global and regional observations. Furthermore, the OSEval-TT is also
developing methodologies for OSEs, OSSEs and alternative methods. Outcomes from these studies
are planned to be provided as Observation Impact Statements (OISs).
A list of current plans for OSEs & OSSEs was presented and described in details (see presentation
Observing System Evaluation Task Team) for details.
Type

Observing
system

Area

GOV centres

OSE

All

Brazilian coast

REMO

OSE

All

Australia

UNSW (University
of New South
Wales))

OSE

All

Global ocean

JMA
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Key messages
Impact of the different observing system
(SST, ARGO T/S, Altimetry)
Inclusion of tides degrades SSH and
thermocline
Impact of the different obs sys for
constraining along shore/ shelf
transport: SST,HF radar, Shelf moorings,
SSH, Gliders
Focus on altimeter constellation and SSS
impacts

OSE

All

Global ocean

Mercator

Focus on altimeter constellation and SSS
impacts
The ensemble spread of a multi-member
ensemble provides indication of forecast
skill and gaps in the observing system

NRT
OSE

TPOS

Tropical Pacific

NCEP (GODAS,
CFSR), GFDL, BoM,
ECMWF, JMA,
NASA, Met Office,
MERCATOR

OSSE

SWOT

Atlantic West
shelves

Mercator

OSSE

Glider

IAS & Open
Atlantic

RSMAS

OSSE

Glider

Central Eastern
Australia

CSIRO

OSE

Sea Ice from
SMOS

Arctic

TOPAZ

Atlantic (north)

H2020 AtlantOS
project (all
European centres)
Collaboration with
US & Canada

Ongoing work : nature run and design of
the OSSE

Tropical Pacific

ESA SMOS-Nino15
project (CLS,
Mercator, Met
Office)

just started: design of the OSE

OSSE

In-Situ Obs
Syst (physic
& biogeo)

OSE

SSS from
satellite
(SMOS,
Aquarius,
SMAP)

Significant impact of SWOT but need to
combine with nadir altimeter missions
Gliders seems more efficient to correct
model bias rather than improve
mesoscale signal
Importance of Nature Run that
beneficiate to all OSSE groups
Best Glider design: deep with daily
surfacing
Kind of data useful to improve
initialisation of forecast model

Table 2: Summary of planned OSE/OSSEs experiments by GOV groups
The set-up and outcomes from the experiments listed in table 2 are described in the OSEval-TT
review presentation. It includes details about regional OSEs, satellite and in-situ data withholding
experiments, reanalysis intercomparisons and performance, sensitivity diagnostics, OSSE for the
future SWOT mission, SMOS Nina 15 project description, AtlantOS project involvement, etc.
OSEval-TT members are active in performing OSE/OSSEs with relevant results but except for Multi
ORA intercomparisons and recent European funded projects, these studies are done by a single
center  no community OSE/OSSEs has yet been performed as was proposed during the Dec, 2014
OSEval-TT workshop (Toulouse). The TT has still difficulties to set up “Community OSE/OSSEs” due to
funding and time issues but some of these are part of the activities done in the frame of other TTs
(IV, DA, …) or wider initiatives (GSOP). Funded projects (as AtlantOS, SMOS-Nino15) provided a good
way to perform “Community OSE/OSSEs”.
The current co-chairs of the OSEval-TT (Gilles Larnicol and Peter Oke) would like to hand over the
running of the TT to two new chairs. The process of identifying the right people is in progress and
will be discussed during the meeting. The outcome of the discussion will also determine the plans for
the next OSEval-TT workshop which could be organised in conjunction with the EU project meetings.
The current plan is to organise it in Sanya, China.
Presentation available from: Observing System Evaluation Task Team (6 MB)
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4.4 DA-TT
Presented by Clemente Tanajura, UFBA-REMO (on behalf of the DA-TT co-chairs)
The summary was presented by Clemente Tanajura (REMO) on behalf of the DA-TT co-chairs, Matt
Martin (Met Office) and Andrew Moore (UCSC) who were not able to attend.
The DA-TT objectives are to coordinate and improve the assimilation of ocean and sea-ice data into
models by providing a forum for discussion, and by creating a framework for inter-comparison of
aspects of data assimilation, and to provide a focus for diagnosing and understanding model and
observation biases through the use of data assimilation techniques.
Current activities include (1) improving understanding of error covariances in existing DA systems via
a common set of coordinated single observation experiments, (2) identifying and quantifying model
and forcing bias that are common to global data assimilation systems via coordinated experiments,
(3) promoting the development and open dialog for hybrid data assimilation methods in the ocean
(eg. ensemble variational methods) and (4) organising meetings of the TT to foster the development
of data assimilation, establish linkages, forge collaborations, and encourage joint publications.
The latest DA-TT meeting (held in Santa Cruz, July 2016 jointly with the MEAP-TT) allowed for useful
interaction between physical and BGC DA scientists, specifically discussions on the impact of physical
DA on BGC. The outcome of the meeting included a proposal for single observation experiments,
focusing on intercomparison of the average increments and multiple observations experiments,
some dialogue on the collaboration on hybrid DA approaches, a focus on coupled DA, and the plan
to write a white paper led by the MEAP-TT.
Details of a variety of observations experiments were presented (usefulness of widely-spaced
multiple idealized observation experiments, average assimilation increments and hybrid DA (see
presentation). The current issue is to find the time and resources to move the DA-TT work forward
and to set up dedicated assessments and intercomparisons with partner groups. Dedicated funding
for analysing results of intercomparison experiments would greatly improve their impact.
The DA-TT plans to hold its next workshop in October 2017 with CMRE in La Spezia is a possible
location.
Presentation available from: Data Assimilation Task Team (DA-TT)

4.5 MEAP-TT
Presented by Katja Fennel, Dalhousie University
The MEAP-TT is focussing on developing the underpinning science and tools which will eventually
enable full integration of biogeochemistry and (simplified representations) of ecosystems into
existing physical operational systems. The specific planned contributions from the TT are:





improving biogeochemical observing systems
improving and developing of assimilation schemes for biogeochemical observations
skilful simulation of Essential Biogeochemical Variables
bridging gaps with end-users
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Specifically this will require the TT to look towards BGC DA method assessments, downscaling,
model complexity and user requirements. An important aspect includes the identification of metrics
for system evaluation transferring to operational services. The TT is currently working on a dedicated
survey to gather feedback from BGC model product users, and is planning to work closer with the
other GOV TTs, specifically with the IV-TT on developing metrics for BGC models (e.g. mld,
depth/steepness of thermocline, tendencies) and to look into getting involve in a “class-2”
intercomparison activity.
Furthermore the MAEP-TT work on outreaching to the wider community, e.g. Bio Argo group, IOCCP
activities around EOVs, IMBER and contributing to the BGC task team of TPOS2020.
Future activities include a special session at the 2017 EGU conference, and the plan to closer engage
with the other GOV TTs , especially with the DA, IV and COSS-TT.
Presentation available from: Marine Ecosystem Analysis and Prediction Task Team

4.6 IV-TT
Presented by Fabrice Hernandez, Mercator Ocean
The IV-TT coordinates and promotes the development of a framework for the scientific validation
and intercomparison of operational oceanography systems (OOFS) through





Fostering scientific discussions on ocean physical and biogeochemical systems validation, link
with CLIVAR and Climate, Seasonal Forecast communities on common interests
Defining metrics to assess the quality of analyses and forecasts ocean products
Offering multi-system demonstrations and visibility to the community, link with JCOMM
Leading to improvements of GOV’s systems

In 2016 most of the effort of the IV-TT was concentrated on the Class 4 intercomparison and
standardisation and demonstration effort.
The IV-TT has to deal
with an increasingly
complicated set of
tasks and partners
facing a variety of
challenges. These
include assessments
of BGC systems,
ensembles, regional
assessments, data
Figure 3: IV-TT activity distribution in 2016
storage issues,
international/ intergovernmental collaborations, standardisation, discussions of new metrics.
Handling these many tasks and responsibilities will require the IV-TT to invest in developing and
setting up tools and storage facilities, supporting activity progress and documentation as well as
collaborative working.
In the past year a website show-casing the GOV IV-TT intercomparisons have been set up, looking at
enhanced metrics for class 4 results for a number of GOV systems (global / regional) which allow
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monitoring of system performances. A parallel site is hosted on the BoM website. The IV-TT
presentation provides a good overview of the Class 4 metrics assessments prepared by IV-TT
members, allowing assessments global and regional systems. Most GOV OOFS now adopt common
quality control methods when processing Class 4 files, running routine monitoring and could allow to
collaborate e.g. with Coriolis GDAC on blacklisting observational data.
Furthermore the IV-TT is also looking at ensembles approaches using class-1 metrics. This effort
includes model state assessments, complementary to the class-4 observation space approaches, as
well as consideration of standardising on common grids (eddy resolving, 1/12°). See the IV-TT
presentation for details.
The IV-TT is providing monitoring and assessment of the reliability of the GOV OOFS systems every
year to show impact of observing system change and OOFS upgrades. The TT attracts a growing
number of members broadening the community and exploring new activities. It has started to
collaborate closer with the other GOV TTs, e.g. COSS-TT, CP-TT and MEAP-TT. The IV-TT is also
strengthening its links to the CLIVAR/GSOP group specifically with regards to Polar-ORA-IP and the
YOPP.
Information from the latest meeting of the IV-TT (Sep, 2016) can be found on the GOV website in the
2016 IV-TT report.
Presentation available from: IV-TT overview (10 MB)
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5. Ocean Observing System Status
5.1. GEO Blue Planet
Presented by Emily Smail, NOAA
The day was opened with a presentation on the GEO Blue Planet initiative which represents the
Ocean component of GEO (Group on Earth Observations), a voluntary partnership of governments
and organizations that is working to link Earth observation resources world-wide for the benefit of
society. ES introduced the Blue Planet mission, goal, objectives and projects and highlighted the
current activities. Blue Planet will be holding its next symposium in May/June 2017 (College Park,
Maryland). It is also supporting the UN sustainable development goals (specifically “14 – life below
water”) by encouraging the conservation and sustainable usage of the oceans, seas and marine
resources for sustainable development. Furthermore Blue Plant is supporting the policy making in
support of sustainable fisheries and works closely with CEOS on the essential ocean variables.
GOV, as a founding partner of Blue Planet, is encouraged to be an active members specifically in
working groups, e.g. for developing pilot projects. Blue Planet, in facilitating interaction with users
provides visibility to the GOVST, and advocates GOV products.
Presentation available from: The GEO Blue Planet Initiative

5.2.

OSTST/ ARCOM

Presented by Tony Lee, JPL
The OSTST (Ocean Seas Surface Steering Team) met in Nov 2016 and has provided the following
recommendation on science and satellite operations. With Jason-3 was successfully launched in
January 2016, the Jason-3 GDRs are now approved and will be released Dec. 2016. Jason-2 is on an
interleaved orbit – recommend a 2-year mission. It is planned to move Jason-2 to long-repeat orbit
(-27 km in altitude) in Oct. 2018 to improve the mean sea surface (MSS). It was recommended for
GOV to move towards using the new MSS. SSH observations should continue to meet present
requirements for accuracy/latency etc. The 27 km altitude (graveyard orbit) should protect the
reference and interleaved orbits for future. The Jason-3 GDR latency requirement have been relaxed
to 90 days (65 day median) which enables “cold sky” radiometer calibration in all GDRs.
In general the altimeter constellation is in excellent health. It includes six operational satellites,
sustaining global sea level rise time series. Furthermore we find






Continued improvement in resolution, accuracy and precision
Robust plan for future missions to sustain and expand the constellation capabilities
International interagency cooperation and collaboration
Vigorous science applications: submesoscale, coastal ocean, global ocean, rivers and lakes
Science team engaged in analysis of new measurement challenges from internal waves, infragravity waves, swell and sea state

The current number of altimeters will provide a great opportunity for OSEs.
Presentation available from Ocean Surface Topography Science Team
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5.3.

Aquarius & SMOS mission

Presented by Tony Lee, JPL
An update of the most recent SSS satellite products was shown focusing on the SMOS, Aquarius and
SMAP missions. Aquarius V4. SSS and SMAP V2.0 SSS have been assessed and results were
presented. It could be shown that Satellite SSS and in-situ salinity measurements are
complementary.


Aquarius V4 SSS spatially average uncertainty estimates are 0.12-0.16 psu on 1° scale for
anomalies (comparing to 0.1 psu STD between the 2 Argo products).



Large scales (10°) non-seasonal SSS accuracy is better than 0.05 psu (comparing to 0.03 psu STD
between the two Argo products).



Better skill for non-seasonal than seasonal anomalies (STD of Aquarius-Argo non-seasonal SSS is
similar to those between the two Argo products in the tropics & subtropics)



High-latitude SSS uncertainties are larger by a factor of 3, mostly due to seasonal biases.



Aquarius V5.0 in progress to further reduce remaining seasonal & mean biases.



Community response to US NRC Decadal Survey 2017-2027 to continue satellite SSS, improve
high-latitude satellite SSS accuracy, and enhance resolution



SMAP V2.0 SSS show encouraging quality - spatially averaged RMSD (STD) = 0.25 (0.19) psu,
comparing to 0.21 (0.16) psu for Aquarius V4.0 SSS.



SMAP SSS resolution presents a significant advantage for GOV (SMAP – 40 km, Aquarius – 150
km, SMOS – 33 km).



Satellite SSS can be used to perform NRT QC of mooring salinity data.



Caution needed in assimilating non-delayed mode mooring salinity data.

Presentation available from Updates of Recent Satellite SSS products

5.4.

Argo

Presented by Abhisek Chatterjee, INCOIS
AC provided an overview of Argo float numbers/supporters, highlighting the success of Argo since
the 1998 planning phase. The Argo array is currently in a healthy state. Many enhancements and
extensions are gaining momentum, developing as part of the integrated GOOS. Research and
operational uptake continues to grow with Deep Argo to provide global full ocean-depth coverage.
He included examples of were Argo is providing valuable information, e.g. for global heat content,
tropical Pacific variability, subsurface circulation (1000 m), Argo date usage for DA, better
understanding equatorial phenomena (for e.g. ENSO), coverage of seasonal sea-ice zones, and
exploring western boundary current behaviours . It was stated that there is high demand to doubling
the density of Argo in the marginal seas to support BGC/optics. However this requires strong
collaboration between the GOOS regional alliances to enable the overcoming off EEZ sensitivities.
Furthermore the Deep Argo mission with measurements below 2000 m is moving forward, e.g. for
looking into deep sea warming related to sea level rise and the Earth’s energy budget. Currently four
Deep Argo float models have been developed and tested. There is also in progress in extending the
Bio/BGC Argo floats which carry oxygen, nitrate Ph and bio-optical sensors.
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However, several major contributors (US, Australia, Japan) will see significant declines in
deployments due to flat (below inflation) or decreased funding. Growth by Europe and China
programs will not likely compensate for this. In the past increasing float lifetimes has helped to
balance lower deployment numbers but there is a real potential we will see degradation of array
densities in the next few years.
Presentation available from: Argo: Past Achievement, Future Risks and Opportunities

5.5.

Indian Ocean Observing System (IndOOS)

Presented by Andreas Schiller, CSIRO
AS presented an overview of the status of the Indian Ocean Observing system (IndOOS). There are
different groups contributing to overseeing the development of the IndOOS. The CLIVAR-GOOS
Indian Ocean Regional Panel
(IORP) is focusing on physical
observations while another
group called SIBER (linked to
IMBER) works on the
biogeochemical & ecological
related science issues. A further
panel, IO-GOOS, is the regional
alliance of the GOOS, which
among other points encourages
the development of regional
and coastal ocean observing
systems and services.
Furthermore there is the Indian
Ocean Resources Forum which
has the capacity to assign
resources to the development
of the IndOOS. These groups
act together, organising joint
meetings.
Science drivers for the
development and maintenance
of the IndOOS include the
impact of the Indian Ocean
Dipole on climate variability,
Monsoon, Madden Julian Oscillation, intra-seasonal variability, ocean circulation, Indonesian
Throughflow and also long term climate trends.
The IndOOS includes a number of different obs system, i.e. RAMA array, Argo (incl. Bio Argo),
drifters, tide gauges, XBT sections and other.
The IndOOS design is now being reviewed for future improvements, e.g. looking at new observing
technologies by an expert group (members of the contributing panels). A white paper to be written
in 2017 will lay out the details of the re-design. The focus is on rationalising deep and Bio Argo, take
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advantage of new technologies and liaise better with monitoring efforts on the ITF and Indian Ocean
boundary currents.
With regard to collaborations with GOV, Tony Lee is joining the expert group and will contribute to
the review process. All contributions GOV can make to the IndOOS are very welcome.
Presentation not available

5.6.

TPOS 2020

Presented by Tony Lee, JPL
The TAO array crises started in 2012 when regular maintenance could not longer be carried out,
resulting in considerable data loss. It has since been agreed to re-examine of the whole system
(including TRITON) also in light of other elements of the observational capabilities (in-situ & sat). The
TPOS2020 project, an
international effort

(under GOOS) plans to
redesign and enhance
the system, monitoring
& understanding of
tropical Pacific physical
and biogeochemical
variability, especially
those associated with ENSO.

Figure 4: TAO mooring data reporting

A first report from the TPOS2020 includes recommendations on the whole observing system,
proposing integrated approaches by satellite, Argo and other observation platforms. It was
recommended to use an integrated combination of fixed-point moorings, profiling floats and
lines/sections from ships to meet the sustained requirement for sub-surface temperature and
salinity observations and to utilise ocean model-data assimilation system (GOV) to produce the
required gridded fields, also to set up a coordinate programme of model and DA studies. GOV and
CLIVAR/GSOP groups are invited to contribute to the TPOS2020 effort and to perform assessments
based on multiple models.
Presentation available from Tropical Pacific Observing System 2020 Update

5.7.

JCOMM/ET-OOFS

Presented by Gary Brassington - BoM
JCOMM or the “Joint WMO-IOC Technical Commission for Oceanography and Marine Meteorology”
represents the marine meteorological and oceanographic communities that are working in
partnership under the umbrella of the WMO-IOC Joint Technical Commission for Oceanography and
Marine Meteorology, in order to respond to interdisciplinary requirements for met/ocean
observations, data management and service products. ET-OOFS is an expert team for Operational
ocean Forecasting System is sitting under the “Services and Forecasting Systems Program Area
(SFSPA)” of JCOMM.
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Action G-VII-4:

When available, ET-OOFS to provide the “Guide for Operational Oceanography”
to the GOVST for feedback

5.7.1. Marine data in WMO Information System (WIS)
Provided by Erik Buch - EuroGOOS Chair
Marine Meteorology and Oceanography occupy a global role, serving a wide range of users. In
preparation of analyses, synopses, forecasts and warnings, knowledge is required of the present
state of the atmosphere and ocean. The three major met-ocean application areas that critically
depend on highly accurate observations of met-ocean parameters are:




Numerical Weather Prediction,
Seasonal to Inter-annual Forecasts,
Met-Ocean Forecasts and Services, including marine services and ocean forecasting.

It is therefore of high priority to foster strong cooperation between the operational meteorological
and oceanographic communities. World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and UNESCO's
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) has delegated this task to the Joint Technical
Commission for Oceanography and Marine Meteorology (JCOMM), which is an intergovernmental
body of technical experts that provides a mechanism for international coordination of
oceanographic and marine meteorological observing, data management and services.
Regarding data exchange JCOMM Management Committee decided at its eleventh session in
October 2014 to establish a JCOMM Cross-cutting Task Team for Integrated Marine Meteorology
and Oceanographic services within WIS (TT-MOWIS).

TT-MOWIS

TT-MOWIS has worked along three lines:

Guidance Document
Candidate
centres
Administration

TT-MOWIS has produced a document with suggestions for JCOMM
procedures for marine data centres to be approved as WIS centres
TT-MOWIS will promote the importance of being part of the WIS
system to several large and important preselected marine data
centres worldwide.
Management of the Task Team (teleconferences, reporting to
JCOMM- MAN and formulation of recommendations etc.)

The Guidance document is presently under review by the JCOMM Management Committee
Presentation not available

5.8.

CLIVAR/GSOP

Presented by Tong Lee, JPL
TL presented the links & collaborations of CLIVAR Global Synthesis & Observations Panel with
GODAE OceanView. GOV and GSOP are linked through activities on ocean synthesis & observations.
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GSOP define CLIVAR's needs for sustaining & enhancing global ocean observations, to develop &
implement strategies for observation- & model-based synthesis of global ocean observations, to
evaluate ocean and coupled synthesis products and promote their applications for ocean & climate
research as well as climate prediction, to assess impacts of global ocean observations on synthesis
products and climate prediction and to support CLIVAR research foci (e.g., global energy balance &
ocean heat content, decadal variability & predictability, regional sea level changes).
GSOP will assign new co-chairs in 2017 as TL and Matt Palmer will step down. The major ongoing
joint activities of GOV & GSOP are related to ORA-IP (reanalysis intercomparisons and ensemble
methods linked to the IV-TT, while other work on observing system assessments is linked to the
OSEval-TT and DA-TT. Future collaborations will include joint workshops/meetings and international
projects like TPOS2020, AtlantOS or COST-EU)
Presentation available from: Links/collaborations of CLIVAR Global Synthesis & Observations Panel
and GODAE OceanView

5.9.

GHRSST

Presented by Gary Corlett, Leicester University
GC’s presentation was recorded beforehand and played at the meeting. GHRSST provides a
framework for SST data sharing, best practices for data processing and a forum for scientific dialog,
bringing SST to the user. GC provided an overview of the current status of the different operational
sensors, LEO IR (low earth orbits infrared), LEO PMW (passive microwave) and GEO IR. He explained
the type of available data sets and the processes of how to retrieve them.
A new online data set was introduced, the Himawari-8 sensor, and a specific request was voiced for
making a recommendation on what temporal resolution the next generation GEO should be
provided, in order to support operational oceanography.
Action G-VII-5:

PO to invite GOVST to feedback on the GHRSST request to provide
recommendations on the temporal resolution for Himawari-8 SST sensor data to
Gary Corlett

Presentation available from GHRSST Report to GOVST-VII
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6. GOV Science Day
Various presenters, chaired by Dr. Shenoi (INCOIS), Dr. Shetye (Former Vice-Chancellor of Goa
University) and Giovanni Coppini, CMCC
This year the GOV Science Day was focussing on operational systems and users related to fisheries
and other marine application. The speakers represented local and national systems as well as GOV
systems. The GOV Science Day presentations are available from the GOV website and included the
following talks:
A Monsoonal Estuary and its Adjoining Shelf on the West Coast of India as a Unified System (Keynote talk) by Prof Shetye, Former Vice-Chancellor of Goa University
Dr Shetye presented a study about the interaction/exchange processes between the shelf and the
estuaries on the west coast of India to explore the life cycle of the Indian white prawn which is an
important commercial fishery product for the region. While progress has been made in
understanding the dynamics of the shelf waters and estuaries, some outstanding questions remain
to be addressed concerning the plume of low salinity water from the mouth of the estuary that hugs
the coastline during the wet season (Indian Summer Monsoon) and its interaction with the large
number of small estuaries found on the coast. Addressing these questions, which are of interest to
both physical oceanography and fishery of the region, will require observations and modelling
studies that cover both the shelf and the estuaries.
Operational Oceanography R&D leading towards better informed Fisheries Resource Management
and Fishery Resource Extraction by George Grinson, Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute
Indian fish catch is constantly growing while globally the fish catching rates are stagnating or falling
(due to increased use of aquaculture). Integrated potential fishing zone (IPFZ) forecasts are
employed (using remote sensed observation such as SST or ocean colour) to provide predictions of
fish locations or migration patterns. This is linked to oceanographic processes such as fronts, eddies,
meanders and primary productivity and could be used to contribute towards an annual yield
forecast and ecosystem based fish stock management. In addition advisories may be generated for
augmenting marine culture activities using operational oceanographic information.
Physical forcing of the fisheries along the west coast of India by D Shankar, CSIR-National Institute
of Oceanography
The productive period for fisheries off the southwest India is largely restricted to the summer
monsoon due to upwelling, driven by the West Indian Coastal Current (WICC) flowing equator ward
(supported by westward radiation of Rossby waves). Off the northwest coast the upwelling during
the summer monsoon is succeeded by entrainment due to convective mixing and allows fisheries
(targeting mostly carnivorous species) to benefit from a longer productive period. Although the
physical forcing is different during the summer and winter monsoons off northwest India, nutrients
are injected into the surface mixed layer over two seasons compared to just the summer monsoon
off southwest India.
Ocean science towards forecasting Indian marine living resource potential by VVSS Sarma, National
Institute of Oceanography
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Thermal fronts are transient and only last a short period of time (hours to days). They are associated
with chlorophyll changes and INCOIS advises fisheries of the Potential Fishery Zones (PFZs) for high
fish catch areas. The marine ecosystem is defined through different drivers (biological, physical,
chemical or anthropogenic) and takes different routes associated with specific food-webs. For
fisheries to be successful it is of interest to understand the impact of the different drivers to make
assumptions about the food-web pathways. For example the depth of mixing and initial conditions
governs the classical vs. microbial food web.
Ecosystem Dynamics in the Bay of Bengal during Summer Monsoon by PN Vinayachandran, Indian
Institute of Science
In the Bay of Bengal prominent regional bloom areas lie in the north-west of the Bay and are active
during summer. A MOM4 physical model linked to a tracer of Phytoplankton with Allometric
Zooplankton (TOPAZ) is used to describe the domain (30°E - 120°E, 30°N – 30°S) at 1/4° resolution,
The model is able to reproduce the bloom and it can be shown that the dominant role of upwelling is
driven by coastal along-shore winds. The bloom is largely unaffected by river runoff.
Marine Living Resources of India - An overview by N. Saravanane, CMLRE, Kochi
Dr Saravanane provided an overview of the species from the marine environment of the Indian
Ocean around India and its influencing factors such as physical processes, BGC, algal blooms, etc. He
highlighted the HAB hotspots & occurrences, changes in biomass/ overall fauna reduction, impacts
on benthos, deep-sea and distant water fishery, fish catch and resources, OMZ, trawl ban, regime
shifts (oil sardine), increase in jelly fish population and potential climate change impacts.
Risk of oil contamination of fish eggs and larvae under different oceanic and weather conditions
by Annette Samuelsen, NERSC
Dr Samuelsen presented an ecological study on the risk of oil contamination of fish eggs and larvae
using a 3D-oil drift simulation model (for heavy oil) in the Norwegian Sea, forced by ERA-interim
winds, TOPAZ reanalysis and WaveWatch-III waves. The model results show April and March as the
months where large concentration of eggs and larvae overlap with potential oil spills. Oil spills close
to the coast along the west coast pose the largest risk to the spawning grounds. At some locations
the risk of overlap can be explained in terms of environmental variables.
The model system is relocatable and can be adapted to other species.
Downscaling oceans from global to local scales with possible fisheries applications: recent results
from MEOPAR by Hal Ritchie, ECCC
This talk provided an overview of the latest efforts within the MEOPAR project related to
downscaling series models applied to eastern Canadian waters:


The key model is a regional model of the Gulf of Maine and Scotian Shelf (GOMSS) based on
NEMO (Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean) at 1/36 degree resolution embedded
within a 1/12 degree global ocean model and forced with realistic atmospheric forcing.



The GOMSS model has been applied to study various circulation features, especially related to
tides.
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A further downscaling to 700 m resolution has improved the representation of circulation in
the Cape Sable region off SW Nova Scotia and confirmed the impact of tides, density and
atmospheric forcing in complex spatial and temporal oceanography features. Since this is a
high productivity area, the resulting coastal upwelling has important practical applications for
fisheries.



A 3.5 year rerun of the GOMSS model has been completed and is being analysed. A real-time
version has been prepared to use high resolution atmospheric forcing.



If MEOPAR Cycle II is approved, related R&D will continue

Physical connectivity processes: examples relevant for fisheries management by Villy Kourafalou,
University of Miami/RSMAS
This presentation focussed on the connectivity between coastal systems, air-sea interactions and
related processes which could be relevant for fisheries managers. It also looks towards highresolution regional/coastal modelling supporting the simulation and forecasting of these processes.
The Coastal and Shelf Seas Task Team (COSS-TT) is one of the GOV TTs to advance science to
advance these activities.
Some examples of connectivity were provided, e.g. ocean currents influencing larval transport or
coastal water quality influenced by river inflow
The presentation showed that physical processes influence the transport of nutrients, larvae and
pollutants and that therefore physical connectivity is playing a significant role in the management
needs of Marine Protected Areas. Interdisciplinary high resolution modelling systems, in tandem
with targeted observations, are a significant tool toward understanding the connectivity processes
GODAE OceanView supports the required research and development to advance such systems,
through the Coastal Ocean and Shelf Seas Task Team and the Marine Ecosystem Analysis and
Prediction Task Team.
eReefs: an integrated catchment and coastal forecasting system for the Great Barrier Reef by Gary
Brassington, BoM
This talk introduced the effort of developing an integrated catchment and coastal forecasting system
for the Great Barrier Reef (GBR): eReefs. Multiple stresses impact on the physical and biological
condition and behaviour of the area (e.g. water quality, thermal, pH and mechanical stresses) and
need to be taken into consideration. Other relevant factors impacting on the design of the system,
relate to operationality or special scenarios that need to be simulated. Further aspects to be
considered are linked to the use and choice of observations, data assimilation /ensemble methods
and model forcings.
Regional data assimilative modelling developments in the greater Agulhas Current region by Björn
Backeberg, CSIR
This talk provides an overview of the development of a 1/10° regional hybrid coordinate ocean
model at CSIR, SA covering the Agulhas/Benguela system area. Global products (such as (Aviso,
GLORYS2V3 and Global HYCOM) are appropriate for providing boundary conditions in Agulhas
Current. The free running model is subject to a variety of sensitivities and optimal solution not yet
obtained. The model uses EnOI assimilation of along-track SLA which improves the mesoscale
variability and eddy characterisation. The inclusion of OSTIA SST in EnOI introduces sub-grid scale
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features that improve correlation with drifter velocities, but exaggerates EKE and global mean
currents, and reduce the mean Agulhas Current.
Future plans include further testing the global products as boundary conditions, increase of model
resolution to resolve fine scale features as well as coastal ocean and shelf sea processes. It is also
planned to advance numerical schemes to improve model simulation and to assimilate more (and
new) types of observations.
NRL Ensemble Forecasting Efforts by Pat Hogan, NRL
This talk describes the efforts at NRL to develop testbed for a variety of ensembles approaches,
including
- single model (perturbations around a single model design, time lagged, stochastic forcing,
kalman filter, etc.)
- multi-model (various Navy systems (global, regional, different resolution, etc.) -Not a pure
MME, as all systems use NCODA, etc.
- global ensemble based on a global reanalysis (Used to examine global ensemble spread,
performance, etc. )
Future efforts include among other things connecting NCODA to LETKF to HYCOM (mostly I/O, file
structures, etc.), running single observation experiments and working towards Statistical Analysis
and Product development.
High Resolution North Atlantic Ocean Modelling by Eric Chassignet , FSU
This presentation shows results from a comparison of identical HYCOM North Atlantic
configurations with the horizontal resolution varying from 1/12° to 1/50°. Increasing the resolution
to 1/50° significantly improves the Gulf Stream model. Time and spatial averaging are responsible
for the observed difference between altimetry and model EKE. The ageostrophic component of the
the eddies is always cyclonic and increases/decreases the EKE on the north/south side of the Gulf
Stream. Power spectra agree with QG turbulence in energetic regions.
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7.

GOV International school – status and progress

Presented by Eric Chassignet, Florida State University/ COAPS
The title of the GOV International GOV School is “New Frontiers in Operational oceanography”. The
school will be held in Mallorca, Spain in October 2017, under the auspices of IMEDEA (CSIC-UIB) and
SOCIB. The school is sponsored by University of Balearic Islands, EUMETSAT, ESA, NASA, CNES,
Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS), EuroMarine, SOCIB and others.
The plan is to again produce a book from this event with lectures preparing written chapters in
advance and student providing input afterwards. It was agreed that the school information will be
hosted on the GOV website.
Discussion on the content showed that some items could still be included:
-

SST remote sensing
Models
Validation and verification
Working with big data
More specific topics list coastal modelling, tides, internal waves, shelf processes
Application / regional balance

It was confirmed that the coastal aspect will be included.
The originally anticipated funding target of €170k was not reached, making it more difficult to
provide travel and housing support to students. This will impact the selection process but should not
influence on the overall organisation and running of the school.
Presentation available from: Progress with International GOV Summer School
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8.

GOVST – Discussion on the overarching vision and internal collaboration

8.1. GOV strategy and future vision
A survey was set up to explore a number of questions related to the GOV future strategy, challenges,
events and programme office improvements. The survey was completed during the meeting and
results shared with the GOVST.
The following questions were asked in the survey:
 What is our future strategy and vision of GOV?
o

Upcoming challenges and opportunities in next 10 years

o

Future Events (Symposium and Review)

 How to better link GOV into the international/intergovernmental landscape of ocean R&D
(and services)
 Future Coordination and Program Office
o

PO responsibilities and requirements

o

What can and should be improved?

Action G-VII-6:

PO to send the outcome from the “GOV future survey” results to all GOVST
members

Plan to internally review GOV mission and scope
In a lively discussion the GOVST agreed that it would be important to review the overarching vision
of GOV. It was stated that GODAE had been well focused in its first 10 years, however with a
broader science remit through new task teams, the direction of then GOV seemed to have blurred
over the years. Although the TTs are seen as very valuable, some representatives from the GOV
national centres would like to improve the collaboration with the TTs and generally to agree on a
better defined overarching goal. Following this discussion the decision arose to re-evaluate GOV’s
purpose and aims to better integrate the national centres with the TTs, and to make sure that GOV
moves in the right direction producing outcomes that are needed and valuable.
It was agreed that the GOVST or a subset of its members (maybe as a temporary task team) should
identify what the GOV’s overarching vision should be with regard to supporting the GOV forecasting
systems and the integration with the TTs, as well as how GOV should be viewed as part of the wider
science community (earth system network, NWP, observing system agencies, etc.) and as a result
produce a white paper.
Action G-VII-7:

The GOVST (or subgroup) to identify and formulate the big overarching vision,
questions and proprieties for GOV – see also Action G-VII-14

To achieve a discussion and a useful outcome the review process should include:
-

Evaluate the outcome of the GOV survey (result summary in Annex
Setting up a straw man strategy with some options to be shared and developed within the
GOVST
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Setting up sub-group
Some members of the GOVST volunteered (GOVST sub-group) to help with developing a proposal
(straw man plan) for a new GOV vision: Eric Chassignet, Gary Brassington, Pat Hogan, Pierre De Mey,
Katja Fennel, Fabrice Hernandez, John Siddorn and Clemente Tanajura. The GOVST sub-group should
also get involved in developing the agenda for the next GOVST meeting in Bergen.
Action G-VII-8:

GOVST sub-group, co-chairs and PO to consolidate the GOV discussion and results
from the GOV survey to propose a strawman plan of how to coordinate GOV and
organise communication within GOV in the future (with focus on National Groups
and TTs)

Action G-VII-9:

GOVST sub-group, co-chairs and PO to discuss and agree the next GOVST agenda
structure (e.g. include more break-out sessions)

Some of the items mentioned in the discussion were:






Suggestion to better share the knowledge and outcomes/products from GOV
We need to ask ourselves what is the big overarching vision? What drives us forward?
Is GOV spending enough time to find out what the operational groups need?
Should we not describe better how the national systems can be improved?
What is our fundamental focus in GOV?

Linking to the wider science community
One important aspect is to improve GOV visibility. Knowledge and products from GOV are not widely
circulated or known. The new vision of GOV should include better sharing of GOV achievements /
products to bridge the gap with developing systems giving them the opportunity to learn,
understand and resolve some of their own problems.
Action G-VII-10:

TTs, national groups and PO to find ways to better share the knowledge and
outcomes/products from GOV by




Adding a component in the national report to detail product information
and the respective contact person/service desk
And what products are available for public use
Consider adding links to external websites that provide GOV
products/information

GOV already has strong links with many groups active on the international stage related to
operational oceanography, but GOV should better focus on where it wants to put its emphasis. GOV
should consider focussing on more tangible aims and be considerate when engaging with the wider
ocean community. A good starting point would be to agree on a set of questions that GOV wants to
answer looking at manageable timescales, i.e. up to 5 years.
Possible GOV future aspects
A number of aspects for GOV regarding future focus were highlighted:
 Focus on the core GOV issues, e.g. challenges for coupled global ocean data assimilation, oceanatmosphere and coupling with ice
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 Expand into the hydrological cycle, land-sea interaction, hybrid coordinates, higher resolution,
global model resolving coastal areas
 Identifying and tending to the needs of the national systems (e.g. DA at high res, tides, ..)
 Working closer with space/in-situ agencies for evaluation of new observation (funding option)
 Improvement of communication between large- and regional/coastal scale systems regards the
downscaling
It was also suggested to consider inviting additional co-chair to the TTs representing forecasting
system/operational interests.

8.2. Future events – symposium/review
The GOVST have agreed to organise a GOV symposium and review in November 2018, following a
five year cycle described in the GOV strategic plan. It was suggested to make the re-evaluation of the
GOV vision and strategy (see 8.1) a main focus. The symposium will be a good opportunity to engage
with the wider ocean science communities and to put GOV on the map as a global leader in
operational ocean forecasting.
Following some discussion about potential co-location options and dates for the symposium it was
agreed to:
o
o
o
o

organise the symposium and review together in autumn 2018
consider GEO Blue Planet symposium, June 2018 (Europe) for co-location
explore the option to go to Canada (MEOPAR could provide financial support, Doug Wallace)
in e.g. Montreal
make sure the outcome from the symposium can contribute to Ocean Obs Sep 2019

The symposium agenda could include topics such as GOV link/support of the ocean observing
systems or user communication. If co-locating with the GEO Blue Planet does not work GOV should
consider contributing to the Blue Planet symposium and/or reflecting on the Blue Planet symposium
outcome with session in the GOV symposium involving users and stakeholder
GEO Blue Planet would like to advocate work of groups like GOV. GEO has about 112 member
nations which are constantly growing. By having become part of the GEO community as a group with
an ocean initiative GEO can provide visibility to connect GOV with different countries at the
government/ministerial level. GEO is looking to work with developing countries making them aware
of the services already available to be translated to those regions.
It was agreed that it would be best (time/cost efficient) to organise the review together with the
symposium.

8.3. Programme office improvements
The PO works independently following a clear set of tasks, responding to the different demands
from the GOVST members. The PO fulfils a crucial role within GOV facilitating most of the internal
and external communication. GOV core tasks are related to co-chair discussions, document updates,
core events (e.g. annual meeting, symposium, etc), general communication, mostly related to web
information or report publications. The support for the GOV TTs is mostly related to meeting/
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workshop organisation and representation of GOV at TT meetings. PO communication with the
national groups is irregular and mostly related to annual meeting or annual report provisions.
There are proposals for the PO to improve some if its support:
-

Better / more coordination for the IV-TT, tools (propose/maintain)
Provision of communication tool for the COSS-TT
Wider visibility of GOV through , e.g. a Wikipedia page

It is hoped that the summer school and the symposium will contribute to a better visibility of GOV.

8.4. Collaboration of national groups and TTs
Most TTs have realistic aims and work pragmatically, but there is lack of communication between
the GOV national groups and the TTs. This is felt mostly by the national groups as not all of them
currently benefit or are sufficiently informed about what the TTs are achieving. This is has triggered
a demand for more and improved exchange and an interest to learn more and get involved in the
TTs work. There is general agreement to foster and improve better communication between the
national groups and the TTs.
TT objectives are currently set by the TTs themselves. There was debate about whether the GOSVT
as a whole should get involved in discussing or even directing the aims and plans of TTs, e.g. for
longer timescales (5 years). However, the current bottom-up approach used within the TTs when it
comes to deciding on future plans is driven by operational & science needs and is very motivating for
the TT members involved. Exchange between TTs and national groups should be facilitated in a
balanced way by discussing and agreeing future challenges together. Some possibilities of better
communication were proposed:
-

Newly designed annual meetings (less presentations/more discussions) could be a useful
opportunity to discuss the TT directions at high-level in view of national group requirements,
helping TTs and national groups to put forward their plans and needs.

-

To facilitate exchange between the national groups and the TTs some systems send a
representative to become a TT member. This way exchange can be work efficiently building
good relationships between the GOV groups.

-

Revision of national reports to reflect ongoing/needed involvement with TTs

-

Better highlighting/sharing of TT quad-charts to the national groups and adding national
group relevant information

It is hoped that the summer school and the symposium will contribute to a better visibility of GOV.

8.5. Annual meeting agenda revision
The overarching science questions for GOV should be set by the GOVST. However, the growing
number of GOV members has made it difficult to engage in constructive discussions. It was proposed
to review the annual meeting structure and to identify options for better communications. Proposals
for science questions / meeting organisation were put forward:
-

Science question can change over the years, what are the science drivers?
How can national system work closer with the TTs?
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-

How could GOV provide emergency support if asked?
Should we revise the ToR of GOV/TTs?
Where is the science team heading?
What is the question we are trying to address/ should address?

A further aspect of the GOV annual meetings is that many people get together which normally have
no chance to exchange, such as local scientist, hosts and guest from outside the science team. It
should not be underestimated how important these meetings/exchanges are. The meeting is not
only a management meeting for the GOVST but also plays a role as an outreach activity.
It was agreed that a small group of people from the GOVST should set up key drivers and key science
questions for the next GOVST meeting (names as in 8.1/sub-group) and propose a proto-type
agenda. It was suggested that we should set up separate national groups and TT discussions (breakouts) with a de-brief sessions afterwards.
Action G-VII-11:

CC and PO to set up a GOVST sub-group to discuss and agree the next GOVST
agenda structure (e.g. include more break-out sessions)

Action G-VII-12:

PO to send the quad-charts to National Groups for endorsement allowing them
to get more insight in the TT plans and achievements and provide feedback, using
them to help exchange information

8.6. Task team plans (Discussion – Task Team organisation, day 2)
Due to the need to address overlap and collaboration options between the TTs a special meeting
was set up. The discussion points were focusing on:
(1) Organising practical exchange and collaborations between the TTs and with the large-scale
systems (OOFS)
(2) Finding/electing new TT co-chairs (relevant for OSEval)
(3) Next OSEval-TT workshop organisation
(4) Timing and planning for joint workshops
(5) Combining efforts (metrics: e.g. IV, COSS, MEAP, ...)
It was stated that GOV, representing many operational centres (OOFSs), is ready to provide tools for
operational oceanography. There is a strong justification for the TTs to take advantage of this and
work closer with the OOFSs to make use of their tools and knowledge. With mostly global models
taking care of the coastal processes there is need to have the bottom up approach from dedicated
coastal systems to expand in this area. GOV TTs can contribute to this.

(1) Comment on how to organise practical exchange and collaborations between the TTs and
with the large scale systems (OOFS)
a. CP-TT: OOFS feeding into the CP-TT not really the other way round
b. OSEval-TT: Natural link with the large scale systems, but resources are need to
coordinate the work
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c. IV-TT: Closely involved with the OOFS; also participating in other TT events and
sharing of the information gathered internally (within own TT), creating real working
dynamics; need for a tool to help collaborate. Standard forum properties
o Setting up sub-topics/ libraries
o Posting message/ information
o Sends out emails if new posting has been entered
Action G-VII-13:

PO to explore setting up a simple online forum for real working dynamics for TT
co-chairs and other GOV members to exchange on issues, and to proceed if
possible (be able to set sub-topics, libraries, where members can ask questions
and can exchange with other TTs).

d. Draw on patrons to help engaging with OOFS
Action G-VII-14:

PO to add emails of champions to the TT membership mailing lists

e. Set up better communication between the TTs
f. Encourage collaborations between TTs (MEAP-TT interested in exchange with IV-TT
or OSEval-TT, e.g. outcomes wrt metrics or OSE/OSSEs)
g. Better exchange on what papers are in progress/ have been published or what work
is going on in the other TTs
(2) Timing and planning of joint workshops
Due to six task team trying to organise meeting alone and jointly the PO should set up a template to
collect TTs plans on future workshop dates, locations, frequency and plans for co-location with other
TTs so a plan can be set up to coordinate meeting/workshop organisation. It was stated to try to
keep TT meetings at 3-4 days max.
Action G-VII-15:

PO to send template for scheduling TT meetings to TT co-chairs to facilitate
planning of single or joint TT workshops – add already agreed meeting dates

(3) OSEval-TT plans
OSEval-TT co-chairs are looking to find replacements for their positions. It was advised to not replace
both co-chairs at the same time. A candidate has already been identified, i.e. Elisabeth Remy
(Mercator Ocean). Further communication is required.
The possible need to redefine the scope of the TT with the Patrons and GOV was discussed. The
OSEval-TT is facing different expectations than the other TTs which are following their own agenda
while the OSEval-TT is expected to work towards answering external groups/space agencies. Efficient
OSEval-TT feedback to space agencies depends on available resources, people and funds. Getting
involved in common projects, e.g. AltantOS or the ESA SMOS project, is seen as a move in the right
direction. Furthermore, the organisation of joint TT workshops would allow better exchange
between the different TT communities. There is no plan to make the OSEval-TT join up with another
TT.
(4) General TT plans
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TT activities should be reviewed in the context of a new/revised GOV strategy and future vision (see
8.1) and whether TT activities are answering the wider GOV questions. It was also proposed to keep
the TT part of the generic GOV presentation updated on a regular basis.
Action G-VII-16:

TTs to provide updated slides to incorporate in the generic GOV presentation.
KWB to remind TT co-chairs.

TT discussion outcomes in short
 TTs should respond to the overarching GOV questions (agree scientific drivers that every TT can
contribute to)
 Develop forum for the TTs to exchange on issues/questions more effectively
 Patrons should be more engaged, helping to define the TT/GOV direction
 Combining efforts: TT could benefit better from each other, e.g. making tools accessible to
other TTs
 TT to provide some slides to the GOV generic talk
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9.

Conclusions

9.1

Annual meeting review

Discussion chaired by Andreas Schiller
Symposium and review organisation
-

Symposium organisation likely to happen in Canada (FD to speak to Doug Wallace/MEOPAR),
Katja Fennel offered to support the effort

-

Proposal to consider GOV International School items as themes for the symposium

-

GOV review should be external; Rick Spinrad was proposed to again lead the review (as in
2013)

-

Review would include revisiting the strategic plan and an evaluation of its usefulness and
implementation (lesson’s learnt)

-

Timing of the Symposium/review – autumn 2018

Task Teams
-

OSEval-TT plan to produce a white paper detailing to scope and future plans of the TT

-

National groups and TTs should make sure to work better together

-

TTs could consider to invite a third co-chair to represent the GOV national groups

GOVST annual meetings
-

We need more time set aside at GOVST for round table discussions and/or breakout groups
to ensure that exchanges between the TTs and national group representatives take place

-

In the next few weeks and months we will set up a GOVST sub-group to define the agenda
for the next GOVST meeting

GOV future vision
-

Confirmation that a GOVST sub-group (members: EC, GB, PH, KF, FH, PDM, CT and JS) will
review the GOV vision and aims

Presentations available from
Review of GOV future plan, reflection on the TT discussion outcome, planned activities and
collaborations, next symposium and GOV review
Summary, AOB, Final discussion and thanks

9.2

Next GOVST meeting

Presented by Annette Samuelsen, NERSC
The next GOVST meeting will be hosted by NERSC and Annette Samuelsen presented a first proposal
for the organisation and planning. The location was agreed to be Bergen, Norway. The month for the
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meeting was agreed to be November 2017 and a doodle poll will be set up to identify the exact
dates.
Action G-VII-17: KWB to set up a doodle poll to find the best dates for the next GOVST-VIII
meeting in Bergen, Norway.
It is very likely that the meeting in 2018 will be skipped due to holding the next GOV symposium
around the normal meeting time.
Presentation available from Presentation of next GOVST meeting in 2017
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Appendices
Appendix A: Attendance list
Co-chairs:

Andreas Schiller, CSIRO, Australia

(AS)

Gary Brassington, BoM, Australia
Eric Chassignet, FSU, USA
Abhisek Chatterjee, INCOIS, India
Giovanni Coppini, CMCC, Italy
Yann Drillet, Mercator Ocean, France
Katja Fennel, Dalhousie University, Canada
Chris Harris, Met Office, UK
Fabrice Hernandez, Mercator Ocean, France
Pat Hogan, NRL, USA
Villy Kourafalou, University of Miami, USA
Gilles Larnicol, CLS, France
Tony Lee, JPL, USA
Hal Ritchie, Environment Canada
Clemente Tanajura, UFBA, Brazil
Kirsten Wilmer-Becker, Met Office, UK

(MB)
(GB)
(EC)
(AC)
(GC)
(YD)
(KF)
(CH)
(FH)
(PH)
(VK)
(GL)
(TL)
(HR)
(CT)
(KWB)

GOVST members:

Patrons’ Group:
Mikhail Entel, BoM, Australia
Satheesh Shenoi, INCOIS, India
John Siddorn, Met Office, UK
Hui Wang, NMEFC, China
Hans Bonekamp*, EUMETSAT
Fraser Davidson*, DFO, Canada
Paul DiGiacomo*, NOAA, USA
Johnny Johannessen*, NERSC, Norway
Pierre-Yves Le Traon*, Ifremer/Mercator Ocean, France
John Siddorn*, Met Office, UK
* Members who attended the Patrons’ Group meeting by teleconference
Guests:

Bjorn Backeberg, CSIR, SA
George Grinson, Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute
Kunal Chakraborty, INCOIS
Balasaheb Kulkarni, University of Mumbai
Arnab Mukherjee, INCOIS
Arya Paul, INCOIS
Francis Pavanathara, INCOIS
Annette Samuelsen, NERSC, Norway
Siva Sanikommu, INCOIS
VVSS Sarma, National Institute of Oceanography
D Shankar, National Institute of Oceanography
Emily Smail, NOAA
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Dakui Wang, NMEFC, China
Apologies received from:
Gary Corlett, University of Leicester, UK
Jim Cummings, NRL, USA
Pierre De Mey, CNRS/LEGOS, France
Fraser Davidson, DFO, Canada
Craig Donlon, ESA, Netherlands
Mark Drinkwater, ESA, Netherlands
Marion Gehlen, LSCE, France
Eric Lindstrom, NASA, USA
Guimei Liu, NMEFC, China
Matt Martin, Met Office, UK
Avichal Mehra, NOAA, USA
Andrew Moore, UCSC, USA
Tsurane Kuragano, MRI
Peter Oke, CSIRO, Australia
Dean Roemmich, UCSD, USA
John Wilkin, Rutgers University, USA
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Appendix B: Meeting agenda

Day 1 – Monday 7 November
Introduction day
Session chairs: Andreas Schiller and Kirsten Wilmer-Becker
11:30 – 12:30

Registration and poster set-up

12:30 – 14:00

Lunch

14:00 – 14:20

Welcome speech: Satheesh Shenoi, INCOIS

14:20 – 14:30

Lightning of Lamp

14:30 – 14:50

Key note speech: M Rajeevan, Secretary, MOES

14:50 – 15:10

Meeting objectives, including highlighting upcoming events (next
symposium and GOV review in 2018) and information about this year’s
science day : Andreas Schiller, CSIRO

15:10 – 15:20

Logistics: Abhisek Chatterjee and Kirsten Wilmer-Becker

15:20 – 15:40

Patrons’ feedback of last year: John Siddorn, Met Office

15:40 – 16:00

Programme office activities: Kirsten Wilmer-Becker, Met Office

16:00 – 16:10

Group photo

16:10 – 16:30

Break

GOV National group achievements – highlights only
16:30 – 17:30

Introduction to the national group efforts – 1-2 slides/ 5 min per national
group representative

17:30 – 18:00

Poster session – national group progress

18:00

End of day 1

19:00-22:00

Gala Dinner (location to be confirmed)
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Day 2 – Tuesday 8 November
Task Team day
Overview of TT work and collaborations during the past year

Session chair: Björn Backeberg
TT overview should be based on latest quad-chart info (activities, issue and achievements)
09:00 – 09:30

IV-TT overview - Fabrice Hernandez, Mercator Ocean and Greg Smith, ECCC

09:30 – 10:00

OSEval-TT overview - Gilles Larnicol, CSIRO and Peter Oke, CSIRO

10:00 – 10:30

CP-TT overview - Hal Ritchie, Environment Canada and Chris Harris, Met
Office

10:30 – 11:00

Break

11:00 – 11:30

DA-TT overview - Clemente Tanajura (UFBA) on behalf of the DA-TT cochairs (Matt Martin, Met Office and Andy Moore, UCSC)

11:30 – 12:00

MEAP-TT overview - Katja Fennel, Dalhousie University and Marion Gehlen,
LCSE

12:00 – 12:30

COSS -TT overview - Villy Kourafalou, University of Miami and Pierre De Mey
(LEGOS)

12:30 – 14:00

Lunch

Session chair: see below

14:00 – 17:00

Discussion sessions (breakouts)

TT co-chair discussion session (TT and GOVST
co-chairs only)
Session chair: Andreas Schiller

National representatives discussion session
(Nat Rep and GOVST)
Session chair: John Siddorn, Met Office

Rapporteur: Kirsten Wilmer-Becker Rapporteur: Gary Brassington

Need to address overlap and collaboration
options for the TTs

-

Finding/ electing new TT co-chairs

Need to address collaboration of global and
regional systems within GOV

-

(relevant for OSEval)
-

Next OSEval-TT workshop organisation

-

Timing and planning for joint workshops

-

Combining efforts (metrics: e.g. IV,
COSS, MEAP..)

-

How to organise practical exchange and
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Discuss with (mostly global but also regional
systems) the value of downscaling and
o

what the common science questions
are e.g. regards operationality

o

how the large-scale and coastal
systems can get integrated better

o

how the interplay between global and

collaborations between the TTs and with
the large-scale systems (OOFS)
-

Also please discuss meeting objectives
questions regarding:

regional can be validated and
improved
-

Also please discuss meeting objectives
questions regarding:

 Future strategy and vision of GOV

 Future strategy and vision of GOV

 Future Events (Symposium and Review)

 Future Events (Symposium and Review)

 Future coordination and Program
Office

 Future coordination and Program Office

Patrons group meeting (Patrons, GOVST co-chairs and PO only)
17:30 – 19:00

Patrons group meeting (teleconference)

19:00

End of day 2
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Day 3 – Wednesday 9 November
International collaborations & observing systems
Session chair: Annette Samuelsen, NERSC
09:00 – 09:20

GEO Blue Planet – background, achievements and collaborations with GOV –
Emily Smail, NOAA

09:20 – 09:40

OSTST/ ARCOM - Tony Lee, JPL

09:40 – 10:00

Updates of salinity remote sensing from space: status, future plan, and
relevance to GOV - Tony Lee, JPL

10:00 – 10:20

Argo overview – Abhisek Chatterjee, INCOIS

10:20 – 10:30

Discussion

10:30 – 11:00

Break

11:00 – 11:20

Indian Ocean Global Observing System (IOGOOS) – Andreas Schiller, CSIRO

11:20 – 11:40

TPOS2020 – Tony Lee, JPL

11:40 – 12:00

JCOMM/ ET-OOFS news, Gary Brassington, BoM

12:00 – 12:30

Discussion

12:30 – 14:00

Lunch

Session chair: Clemente Tanajura, REMO
14:00 – 14:20

GSOP/CLIVAR developments and links - Tony Lee, JPL

14:20 – 14:40

GHRSST news, Gary Corlett (plans to provide a recorded presentation)

INCOIS activities
14:40 – 15:00

Improvements in ocean state forecasts using data assimilation in INCOIS – Arya
Paul, INCOIS

15:00 – 15:30

Break

15:30 – 15:50

Short term prediction of marine ecosystem in the Indian coastal waters – Kunal
Chakraborty, INCOIS

15:50 – 16:10

Operational Oceanography: Present Indian scenario and new initiatives –
Abhisek Chatterjee/ PA Francis, INCOIS

16:10 – 16:30

MOSAIC – Satya Prakash, INCOIS

16:30 – 17:00

Discussion

17:00 End of day 3
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Day 4 – Thursday 10 November
Science sessions – Fisheries and general science
Session chairs: Dr. Shenoi and Dr. Shetye
09:00 – 09:30

A Monsoonal Estuary and its Adjoining Shelf on the West Coast of India as a
Unified System (Key-note talk) – Prof Shetye, Former Vice-Chancellor of Goa
University

09:30 – 09:50

Operational Oceanography R&D leading towards better informed Fisheries
Resource Management and Fishery Resource Extraction – George Grinson,
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute

09:50 – 10:10

Physical forcing of the fisheries along the west coast of India – D Shankar,
CSIR-National Institute of Oceanography

10:10 – 10:30

Ocean science towards forecasting Indian marine living resource potential –
VVSS Sarma, National Institute of Oceanography

10:30 – 11:00

Break

11:00 – 11:20

Ecosystem Dynamics in the Bay of Bengal during Summer Monsoon – PN
Vinayachandran, Indian Institute of Science

11:20 – 11:40

Marine Living Resources of India - An overview – N. Saravanane, CMLRE, Kochi

11:40 – 12:00

Risk of oil contamination of fish eggs and larvae under different oceanic and
weather conditions – Annette Samuelsen, NERSC

12:00 – 12:20

Downscaling oceans from global to local scales with possible fisheries
applications: recent results from MEOPAR – Hal Ritchie, ECCC

12:20 – 12:30

Discussion

12:30 – 14:00

Lunch

Session chair: Giovanni Coppini, CMCC
14:00 – 14:20

Physical connectivity processes: examples relevant for fisheries management
– Villy Kourafalou, University of Miami/RSMAS

14:20 – 14:40

eReefs: an integrated catchment and coastal forecasting system for the Great
Barrier Reef – Gary Brassington, BoM

14:40 – 15:00

Regional data assimilative modelling developments in the greater Agulhas
Current region – Björn Backeberg, CSIR

15:00 – 15:20

Analysis and Forecast Uncertainty Generated from a Global
Ocean Reanalysis – Pat Hogan, NRL

15:20 – 15:30

High resolution North Atlantic modelling – Eric Chassignet , FSU

15:30 – 16:00

Break

Feedback from the TT and national representative discussions on day 2
Summaries of plans for meetings/workshops and future collaborations between TTs and
engagement with the GOV community, e.g. large-scale systems (see national group discussion
outcomes
15:50 – 16:45

TTs, GOVST, co-chair and PO (presentations and discussions)
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16:45 – 17:30

Poster session (including for all Science Day participants)

17:30

End of day 4
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Day 5 – Friday 11 November
Meeting conclusion and future plans
Session chair: Andreas Schiller and Kirsten Wilmer-Becker
09:00 – 09:20

Feedback from Tuesday’s Patrons group meeting - John Siddorn, Met Office

09:20 – 09:40

Progress with International GOV Summer School - Eric Chassignet, Florida
State University

09:40 – 10:00

Review of new actions - Kirsten Wilmer-Becker, Met Office and Andreas
Schiller, CSIRO

10:00 – 10:30

Discussion about this meeting and lessons learnt

10:30 – 11:00

Break

11:00 – 12:00

Review of GOV future plan, reflection on the TT discussion outcome,
planned activities and collaborations, next symposium and GOV review Andreas Schiller, CSIRO

12:00 – 12:15

Presentation of next GOVST meeting in 2017 -TBC (either Norway or
Canada), need also to consider meeting locations/host for 2018 if we decide
to do a GOVST meeting

12:15 – 12:30

Summary, AOB, Final discussion and thanks – Andreas Schiller, CSIRO

12:30

Meeting closes

From 12:30

Lunch
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Appendix C: Actions

Nov 2016
Action G-VII-1:

KWB to collate and send the results from the GOV survey to all GOVST and
Patrons; Group members when survey is completed.

Action G-VII-2:

KWB to add email addresses of TT champions to the respective TT mailing lists

Action G-VII-3:

COSS-TT co-chairs to contact PG to enquire about the option to receive resources
for the printing of the COSS-TT Topical Collection publication

Action G-VII-4:

When available, ET-OOFS to provide the “Guide for Operational Oceanography”
to the GOVST for feedback

Action G-VII-5:

PO to invite GOVST to feedback on the GHRSST request to provide
recommendations on the temporal resolution for Himawari-8 SST sensor data to
Gary Corlett

Action G-VII-6:

PO to send the outcome from the “GOV future survey” results to all GOVST
members

Action G-VII-7:

The GOVST (or subgroup) to identify and formulate the big overarching vision,
questions and proprieties for GOV – see also Action G-VII-14

Action G-VII-8:

GOVST sub-group, co-chairs and PO to consolidate the GOV discussion and results
from the GOV survey to propose a strawman plan of how to coordinate GOV and
organise communication within GOV in the future (with focus on National Groups
and TTs)

Action G-VII-9:

GOVST sub-group, co-chairs and PO to discuss and agree the next GOVST agenda
structure (e.g. include more break-out sessions)

Action G-VII-10:

TTs, national groups and PO to find ways to better share the knowledge and
outcomes/products from GOV by


Adding a component in the national report to detail product information
and the respective contact person/service desk



And what products are available for public use



Consider adding links to external websites that provide GOV
products/information

Action G-VII-11:

CC and PO to set up a GOVST sub-group to discuss and agree the next GOVST
agenda structure (e.g. include more break-out sessions)

Action G-VII-12:

PO to send the quad-charts to National Groups for endorsement allowing them
to get more insight in the TT plans and achievements and provide feedback, using
them to help exchange information
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Action G-VII-13:

PO to explore setting up a simple online forum for real working dynamics for TT
co-chairs and other GOV members to exchange on issues, and to proceed if
possible (be able to set sub-topics, libraries, where members can ask questions
and can exchange with other TTs).

Action G-VII-14:

PO to add emails of champions to the TT membership mailing lists

Action G-VII-15:

PO to send template for scheduling TT meetings to TT co-chairs to facilitate
planning of single or joint TT workshops – add already agreed meeting dates

Action G-VII-16:

TTs to provide updated slides to incorporate in the generic GOV presentation.
KWB to remind TT co-chairs.

Action G-VII-17: KWB to set up a doodle poll to find the best dates for the next GOVST-VIII
meeting in Bergen, Norway.
Action G-VII-XX:

Villy provide details to PO about the “WMO guidance document” and GOVST to
decided whether to contribute to it
(Postponed) we have no mechanism at GOVST of how to respond yet
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Appendix D: List of presentations
Introduction and overview
Topics

Presentation

Presenter

1.1 Intro

Meeting objectives

Andreas Schiller (CSIRO)

1.2 Intro

Logistics

Abhisek Chatterjee and Kirsten Wilmer-Becker

1.3 Intro

Patrons’ group report

John Siddorn, Met Office

1.4 Intro

Programme office activities

Kirsten Wilmer-Becker, Met Office

GOV Forecasting Systems
Highlights

Poster presentation

Presenter

BLUElink

BLUElink poster

Gary Brassington (BoM)

CONCEPTS

CONCEPTS poster

Hal Ritchie (ECCC)

ECCO

ECCO poster

Tony Lee (JPL)

FOAM

FOAM poster

Chris Harris (Met Office)

GOFS

GOFS poster

Pat Hogan (NRL)

INDOFOS

INDOFOS poster

Abhisek Chatterjee (INCOIS)

Mercator
Ocean

Mercator Ocean poster

Yann Drillet (Mercator Ocean)

MFS

MFS poster

Giovanni Coppini (CMCC)

MOVE.MRI

MOVE.MRI poster

Andreas Schiller (CSIRO) for Tsurane Kuragano (MRI/JMA)

NMEFC

NMEFC poster

Dakui Wang (NMEFC)

REMO

REMO poster

Clemente Tanajura (REMO)

TOPAZ

TOPAZ poster

Annette Samuelsen (NERSC) for Laurent Bertino (NERSC)

Task team presentations – overview of TT achievements since last meeting (work plan and science
questions)
Highlights

Poster presentation

Presenter

2.1 IV- TT

IV-TT overview (10 MB)

Fabrice Hernandez (Mercator
Ocean)

2.2 OSEval-TT

Observing System Evaluation Task Team (6
MB)

Gilles Larnicol (CLS)

2.3 CP-TT

CP-TT overview (6 MB)

2.4 DA-TT

Data Assimilation Task Team (DA-TT)
Marine Ecosystem Analysis and Prediction
Task Team

2.5 MEAP-TT
2.6 COSS-TT

The GOV COSS Task Team
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Hal Ritchie (ECCC) and Chris Harris
(Met Office)
Clemente Tanajura (REMO)
Katja Fennel (Dalhousie University)
Villy Kourafalou (University of
Miami/RSMAS)

Observing systems and International collaborations
Highlights

Poster presentation

Presenter

3.1 Obs
3.2 Obs
3.3 Obs

The GEO Blue Planet Initiative
Ocean Surface Topography Science Team
Updates of Recent Satellite SSS products
Argo: Past Achievement, Future Risks and
Opportunities
Indian Ocean Global Observing System (IOGOOS)
Tropical Pacific Observing System 2020 Update
JCOMM/ET-OOFS updates
Links/collaborations of CLIVAR Global Synthesis &
Observations Panel and GODAE OceanView
GHRSST Report to GOVST-VII

Emily Smail (NOAA)
Tony Lee (JPL)
Tony Lee (JPL)

3.4 Obs
3.5 Obs
3.6 Obs
3.7 Obs
3.8 Obs
3.9 Obs

Abhisek Chatterjee (INCOIS)
Andreas Schiller (CSIRO)
Tony Lee (JPL)
Gary Brassington (BoM)
Tony Lee (JPL)
Gary Corlett (Leicester University)

INCOIS Activities
Highlights
3.10 INCOIS
3.11 INCOIS
3.12 INCOIS
3.13 INCOIS

Poster presentation

Presenter

Improvements in ocean state forecasts using data
assimilation in INCOIS
Short term prediction of marine ecosystem in the
Indian coastal waters
Operational Oceanography: Present Indian scenario
and new initiatives
Marine Observation System Along Indian Coast
(MOSAIC)

Arya Paul, INCOIS
Kunal Chakraborty, INCOIS
Abhisek Chatterjee/ PA Francis,
INCOIS
Satya Prakash, INCOIS

Science Day presentations
Highlights
4.1 Science day

4.2 Science day
4.3 Science day
4.4 Science day
4.5 Science day
4.6 Science day
4.7 Science day
4.8 Science day

Poster presentation

Presenter

A Monsoonal Estuary and its Adjoining Shelf on
the West Coast of India as a Unified System (Keynote talk)
Operational Oceanography R&D leading towards
better informed Fisheries Resource Management
and Fishery Resource Extraction
Physical forcing of the fisheries along the west
coast of India (30 MB)
Ocean science towards forecasting Indian marine
living resource potential
Ecosystem Dynamics in the Bay of Bengal during
Summer Monsoon
Marine Living Resources of India - An overview (9
MB)
Risk of oil contamination of fish eggs and larvae
under different oceanic and weather conditions
(16 MB)
Downscaling oceans from global to local scales
with possible fisheries applications: recent results
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Prof Shetye, Former ViceChancellor of Goa University
George Grinson, Central Marine
Fisheries Research Institute
D Shankar, CSIR-National Institute
of Oceanography
VVSS Sarma, National Institute of
Oceanography
PN Vinayachandran, Indian
Institute of Science
N. Saravanane, CMLRE, Kochi
Annette Samuelsen, NERSC
Hal Ritchie, ECCC

4.9 Science day
4.10 Science day
4.11 Science day
4.12 Science day
4.13 Science day

from MEOPAR
Physical connectivity processes: examples
relevant for fisheries management
eReefs: an integrated catchment and coastal
forecasting system for the Great Barrier Reef (9.5
MB)
Data assimilative regional modelling
developments in the Agulhas System
NRL Ensemble Forecasting Efforts
High resolution North Atlantic Ocean modelling
(6 MB)

Villy Kourafalou, University of
Miami/RSMAS
Gary Brassington, BoM
Björn Backeberg, CSIR
Pat Hogan, NRL
Eric Chassignet , FSU

Meeting conclusion and future plans
Highlights

Poster presentation

Presenter

5.1

Patrons' Group
feedback

Feedback from Tuesday’s Patrons group
meeting

John Siddorn (Met Office)

5.2

Summer school

Progress with International GOV Summer
School

Eric Chassignet (FSU)

5.3

Actions from
current
meeting

Review of new actions

Kirsten Wilmer-Becker (Met Office)

5.4

Review of GOV
future plans

Review of GOV future plan, reflection on the
TT discussion outcome, planned activities and
collaborations, next symposium and GOV
review

Andreas Schiller (CSIRO)

5.5

Next GOVST-VII
meeting

Presentation of next GOVST meeting in 2017

Annette Samuelsen (NERSC)
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Appendix E: Summary of Survey results

Survey outcomes:
What is your vision of GOV? What do you think GOV should represent and where should it
be?
Feedback from survey:
-

Support of initial vision of GOV for being a forum for national forecasting centres experts to
communicate and exchange knowledge and expertise, but maintain a distinct purpose while
being responsive to the fact that operational oceanography is expanding from pure physical
forecasting to biogeochemistry and ecosystem applications and from global forecasting to
coastal/regional applications

-

GOV:

-

o

should continue its external and internal collaborations, but needs to clarify its role
and relationships with other international bodies

o

Collectively and collaboratively identify, address and provide guidance on critical
research, observational and operational issues, and convergence of approaches
should be promoted

o

should support the National Forecasting Centres by providing a forum for discussion
(covering many different aspects from technical issues to societal demands)

Task Teams:
o

are essential for coordinating emerging science and transferring it to operational
application, e.g. high value in validation metrics for ocean models

o

Build on existing momentum (TTs) in order to reinforce synergy between research
groups and operational centres around a limited set of strategic challenges

What are the upcoming needs, challenges and opportunities you see for GOV in the next
5-10 years?
Feedback from survey:
Some feedback was very focused on specific science topics for GOV while others replied
with a more high-level view in mind
-

Scientific needs, challenges which the GOVST and TTs should address, e.g. coupled
modelling; high-resolution (1km); global forecasting; advancing data assimilation methods;
e.g. coupled DA, biogeochemical DA, development of regional systems, downscaling;
assessing impact of new observed data types (or very high resolution products); model
evaluation and improved products; use of ensembles for probabilistic forecasts; ecosystem
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modelling; representing global ocean prediction systems within WMO and to the
international community.
-

Need to improve coordination and clarify its position towards
o

GOVST and TTs relationship, research and operational centres

o

other parts of the international science community

o

support the demonstration of the value of the observational systems

o

transfer of developments to users

-

GOV could play a role in directing future research initiatives (administer funds acting as a
coordinating body for multiple funding sources)

-

GOV needs to work on improving its visibility

How can GOV be linked better into the international/intergovernmental landscape of
ocean R&D and services?
Feedback from survey:
Diverse replies from “no need to link” to “need to link widely” via “if we make us more
visible we will be approached”.
-

More exchange via GOVST members sitting on other committees, attending conferences,
more visibility of GOV

-

Better be independent

-

Strengthening links with WMO, WWRP, JCOMM would be important; should occupy a stable
place under IOC (and not WMO) but should be recognized by international instance as WMO
is recognized should be funded, like other recognized panel under UNESCO framework

-

Linkages mostly exist. They depend on the engagement of individual members of GOV. The
GOVST could perhaps be more proactive in promoting these links. As everything depends on
best effort, financial and logistic support might be needed for further enhancement.

-

In term of service, GOV shall be an authoritative source of recommendations, especially
regarding Observing System.

Please give us your feedback on how you think we should organise the next GOV
symposium and review in 2018/19. What do you think is important to consider? E.g.
timing, location, support, topics, etc.
Survey feedback:
-

Topics should be aligned with TTs
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-

Topics could relate to current activities/initiatives (i.e. Year of Polar Prediction)

-

Topics could focus on the progress of the National Forecasting Centres

-

Finances are seen as no concern – stakeholders are trusted to support

-

Combine symposium and review

-

Co-location the symposium with external conference could have advantages (sharing of
funding, larger audience, ..) and disadvantages (being drowned out, ..)

-

Summer time preferred to allow teaching members to attend

-

Should be open and announced widely

-

In any case need strong representation at Ocean Obs ‘19

-

Review could be done at other time

Please provide your feedback on how you think the GOV coordination and programme
office can be improved?
Survey feedback:
-

Increase outreach to improve visibility to potential funders, e.g. via newsletters, public email
list, twitter account, producing more high-level promotional material like videos...

-

GOV PO would benefit from better guidance/priorities from Patrons, GOVST and TTs

-

Set up permanent GOV PO support around the world

-

Better funding and more meaningful interactions with the Patrons

-

better funded IT capabilities support for task team working in building capacity with other
panels/programs/projects (eg Blue Planet)

-

Invite input from the Science Team when setting up the GOVST agenda well before the
meeting

-

Better set up GOV PG funding based on multi-year commitments (subscription fees)
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Appendix F: Acronyms
AMSR2

Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2

ARCOM

Altimetry for Regional and Coastal Modelling

BAMS

Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society

BGC

Biogeochemistry

BoM

Bureau of Meteorology

CAM

Coastal Altimetry Workshop

CEOS

Committee on Earth Observation Satellites

CGM

Coupled Global Modelling

CICE

Los Alamos sea ice model

CLIVAR

Climate Variability and Predictability

CLS

Collecte Localisation Satellites

CMCC

Euro-Mediterranean Center on Climate Change

CMEMS

Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service

CMLRE

Centre for Marine Living Resources & Ecology

CMRE

Centre for Maritime Research and Experimentation

CNES

Centre national d'études spatiales

C-NOOFS

Canadian-Newfoundland operational ocean forecasting system

COFS

Coastal Ocean Forecasting System

CONCEPTS

Canadian Operational Network of Coupled Environmental Prediction Systems

COSS-TT

Coastal and Shelf Seas Task Team

COST-EOS

European Cooperation in Science and Technology - Evaluation of Ocean Syntheses

CP-TT

Coupled Prediction Task Team

CSIR

Council of Scientific and Industrial Research

CSIRO

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation

DA-TT

Data Assimilation Task Team

ECCC

Environment and Climate Change Canada

ECCO

Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean

ECMWF

European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts

ECV

Essential climate variables

EEZ

Exclusive Economic Zone

EGU

European Geosciences Union

EKE

Eddy kinetic energy

EnKF

Ensemble Kalman filter

EnOI

Ensemble Optimal Interpolation

ENSO

El Nino Southern Oscillation

ESA

European Space Agency

ESMF

Earth System Modelling Framework

ESSO

Earth System Sciences Organisation

ET-OOFS

Expert Team for Operational Ocean Forecasting Systems

EUMETSAT

European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites

FA

Focus Area

FOAM

Forecast Ocean Atmosphere Model

FSU

Florida State University
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GBR

Great Barrier Reef

GDR

Geophysical Data Record

GEO

Intergovernmental Group on Earth Observations

GFDL

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

GHRSST

Global High Resolution Sea Surface Temperature

GODAS

NCEP Global Ocean Data Assimilation System

GOFS

Global Ocean Forecasting System

GoMSS

Gulf of Maine and Scotian Shelf

GOOS

Global Ocean Observing System

GOV

GODAE OceanView

GOVST

GODAE OceanView Science Team

GSOP

Global Synthesis and Observations Panel

HAB

Harmful Algal Bloom

HOOFS

High-resolution Operational Ocean Forecast and reanalysis System

HRCP

High Resolution Coupled Prediction

HYCOM

Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model

ICW4

International Coordination Workshop 4

IMBER

Integrated Marine Biosphere Research

IMEDEA

Mediterranean Institute for Advanced Studies

INCOIS

Indian National Centre for Ocean Information Services

INDOFOS

Indian Ocean Forecast System

IndOOS

Indian Ocean Observing System

IOC

Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission

IOCCP

International Ocean Carbon Coordination Project

IO-GOOS

Indian Ocean GOOS

IORP

CLIVAR/GOOS Indian Ocean Regional Panel

IV-TT

Intercomparison and Validation Task Team

JCOMM

WMO-IOC Joint Technical Commission for Oceanography and Marine Meteorology

JMA

Japan Meteorological Agency

LEGI

Laboratoire des Écoulements Géophysiques et Industriels

LEO IR

Low Earth Orbit infrared

LEO PMW

Low Earth Orbit passive microwave

LETKF

Local Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter

LOFS

Large-scale Ocean Forecasting System

MEAP-TT

Marine Ecosystem Analysis and Prediction Task Team

MEOPAR

Marine Environmental Observation Prediction and Response Network

MFS

Mediterranean Forecasting System

MOM

Modular Ocean Model

MOSAIC

Marine Observation System along Indian Coast

MOVE/MRI.COM

Multivariate Ocean Variational Estimation/MRI.COM

MRI

Japan Meteorological Institute

MSS

Mean Seas Surface

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NCEP

National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
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NCODA

Navy Coupled Ocean Data Assimilation

NEMO

Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean

NERSC

Nansen Environmental and Remote Sensing Center

NMEFC

National Marine Environmental Forecasting Center

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NRC

National Research Council (Canada)

NRL

Naval Research Laboratory

NRT

Near real-time

OIS

Observation Impact Statement

OMZ

Oxygen minimum zone

OOFS

Operational Ocean Forecasting System

OOPC

Ocean Observation Panel for Climate

ORA-IP

Ocean Reanalyses Intercomparison Project

OSE

Observing System Experiment

OSEval-TT

Observing System Evaluation Task Team

OSSE

Observing System Simulation Experiment

OSTIA

Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis

OSTST

Ocean Surface Topography Science Team

PFZ

potential fishing zone

PG

Patrons’ Group

PO

Programme Office

QC

Quality Control

QG

Quasi-geostrophic

RAMA

Research Moored Array for African-Asian-Australian Monsoon Analysis and Prediction

REMO

Oceanographic Modelling and Research Network

ROMS

Relocatable Ocean Model System

RSMAS

Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science

RTOFS

Real-time Ocean Forecasting System

SIBER

Sustained Indian Ocean Biogeochemistry and Ecosystem Research

SLA

Sea level Anomaly

SMAP

Soil Moisture Active Passive

SMOS

Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity

SSH

Sea Surface Height

SSS

Sea Surface Salinity

SST

Sea Surface Temperature

SWOT

Surface Water Ocean Topography

TAO
TOPAZ

Tropical Atmosphere Ocean
Towards an Operational Prediction system for the North Atlantic European coastal
Zones

TPOS

Tropical Pacific Observing System

TT

Task Team

UCSC

University of California Santa Cruz

UFBA

University Federal da Bahia

UNESCO

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

WAM

Wave model
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WGNE

Working Group for Numerical Experimentation

WICC

West Indian Coastal Current

WIS

WMO System Information

WMO

World Meteorological Organisation

XBT

EXpendable BathyThermograph

YOPP

Year of Polar Prediction
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